The Mind Body Spirit Experience

November 5 & 6 - 2022

Greetings from psychic, medium Kelly Bowman. I am your host and organizer of The Gift of Light Expos. We
are extremely pleased to have you for another fun-filled and empowering weekend. Please enjoy all the
seminars and classes you can handle, along with the gifted people filling these booths. We have strategically
chosen the vendors and the speakers all for a higher learning experience every year. May the Grace of the
Angels follow you always and welcome to The Mind Body Spirit Experience!

Psychic, Kelly Bowman: “The Psychic Brain” & Gallery Psychic Readings - Messages will be given to all
attendees who request. How does your mind work when it comes to your senses? You are able to use your brain waves to get the
information you need to help yourself in your daily life. Psychic functions in your brain and how to tap into it. Kelly will show you technique
and help you develop your skills. She teaches on the following topics: The Psychic Brain, Past Lives, Psychic Development, Self Healings and
“Pulling”, her own personally developed technique. Kelly is an accredited Reiki Master with years of hands-on experience. She has been
teaching and doing readings for 30 years since the meeting of her mentor, Bill Mitchell in 1989. She has been heard regularly on QFM96.3
morning show with Torg & Elliott. She has been conducting haunted tours, séance and paranormal investigations for over 22 years.

For bookings: PsychicKellyBowman.com or call or text: 614-436-6555
Ross Fillmore: Psychic Development: Getting Past the Fear of Giving Your First Reading. If you've been
asked countless times why you are not giving readings and your answer has always been "I don't know
how" or "I'm not psychic" or "what if I'm wrong," this class will help you get beyond that fear of giving your
first reading. Ross Fillmore is a card reader and psychic intuitive in the Columbus, Ohio, area. He has been
giving readings for 10 years and has studied with many other psychics in the community. Ross is a trained
Reiki Master, Quantum Touch practitioner, and Oneness Blessing Giver. Ross also plays the didgeridoo and
makes his own out of PVC.

Rev. Jimmie Burke: Saturday Open talk - Angel Blessings & Sunday Service Angels Prayers and Blessings
Join Rev. Jimmie for this wonderfully relaxing and calming angel blessing to begin your day at Gift of Light Expo!
Jimmie is a Reiki Master that holds much knowledge about healing and asking angels for guidance. I am an
Intuitive Medium, Psychic, Angel Communicator, Reiki Master, Animal Communicator, Ordained Minister,
Writer, Life Coach and Spiritual Artist. Connecting the World with the Otherworldly.
For Bookings or more information please go to: PsychicReadingsbyJimmie.com

Sarah Carroll: 5 Reasons Why your body needs CBD Everyday!
With Plant Medicine Advocate
CBD has been growing in popularity since the 2018 Farm Bill legalized hemp products. Advertisements for CBD and
Hemp derived products are prolific. It is almost impossible to avoid seeing them on a daily basis. My clients
frequently ask if CBD will make them high, if it is the same as THC, and why would they take CBD when they have
access to “the good stuff” with their medical marijuana card. CBD and THC are first cousins that share some qualities,
yet interact differently in our bodies. Scientists discovered our endocannabinoid system (ECS) in the 1990’s and the
body of research subsequently exploded. The discovery of one benefit snowballed into another area, and so forth and
so on—which is why I refer to Hemp as “The Mother Plant” in terms of plant medicine. With so many options
available to consumers, how do you know what is best for your mind, body and soul?
In this interactive seminar Participants will: 1) Explore the differences between THC and CBD, as well as Marijuana and Hemp; 2) Appreciate
the benefits of CBD for a wide variety of physical and mood disorders; 3) Sample a variety of CBD products delivery (if they choose); 4)
Investigate the endocannabinoid system as it relates to disorders and symptoms in the lives of those they love; 5) Understand what to look
for when purchasing CBD and why quality matters; 6) Be provided a safe space in which to ask embarrassing questions; 7) Articulate the top 5
reasons why everyone should take CBD every day.
Dr. Sarah, a retired Professor of Education, lives with her husband on a small farm in the country with their feline daughters, Sappho,
Penelope and GG. Together, they enjoy long walks, bike rides, gardening and family time. Come and hear how her mood, mindset, and
overall health have been improved with consistent use of quality CBD.

Patti Tatro:

The Power of Vision - 3 Keys to Living an Extraordinary Life!

“3 Keys to Living an Extraordinary Life” Join this dynamic and fun workshop where you will have an opportunity
to define, design and experience your dream. I will reveal 3 essential keys needed to achieve the results you
want (in any area of life) without the stress and struggle of trying to figure it all out on your own. Discover the 2
"Hidden" signals the universe is sending you right now. The most powerful question you can ask yourself to
alleviate suffering and UNLEASH the true, awe-inspiring power of your imagination. The #1 essential factor that
determines success on the path to creating an extraordinary life. Start creating your dream life today. As a
Certified Transformational Life Coach, Patti Tatro can help you design and manifest a life that's in harmony with
your soul's purpose. Patti has 40 years experience as a healthcare professional, has devoted three decades to
practicing and implementing transformational success principles and is licensed/certified in many alternative
healing modalities. Patti is an inspiring speaker, intuitive counselor, master energy healer and a highly sought after life coach.

PattiTatro.com

Shari Lynn: “Have you been Ecstatic Lately?” And “Meditation to Alter Your Reality “
“It is your God Given right to experience Joy Bliss and Ecstaticism. Let’s move beyond the 3rd and 4th
Dimensions to experience a world of Non-Duality. Here’s How.” “Meditation to go with in and behind
your eyes. Learn a technique that is Valuable to alter your reality and be in the World and Not of it.”
Shari Lynn is a gifted insightful visionary and energy worker with over 30 years of study in the Esoteric.
A UFO Contactee and Activator of Higher Dimensions Shari empowers others to embrace this
Awakening of Humanity to be Ambassadors of Peace and Healing. Shari shares through her own
experiences and work with Higher Dimensions to shift old paradigms to welcome the New Earth Humanity. Shari Lynn is the
Creator of Pleiadean Cosmic Healing Discs and The Global Inter-Galactic Healing Experiment in Ohio.
http://www.cosmichealingdiscs.com/

Mike Owens - Ascending Past your Glass Ceiling
How do I move forward after trauma, disappointment and un-fulfillment?
How do I update myself to step into the life I truly want?!
Most people will ask this same question…
The answer is simple - Rebuild the Foundation of your Pyramid! Would you wear the same clothes as when you were 5
years old?! Of Course Not! Most people do not update the many layers of the Self - especially The Foundation! We
were not taught this when we were young. The tools to update the Whole Self reside in your subconscious. Being a
professional Clairvoyant of 18 years and a Licensed Hypnotherapist, Mike can see All of the Layers associated with your Total Mind, Body &
Spirit Healing! Come in to understand your full potential and a complimentary Hypno-Healing!
Mike Owen is a professional Intuitive of over 18 years. He is also a Licensed Hypnotherapist. With both the Spiritual & Clinical experience
of healing the Whole Self, Mike is able to help everyone to step into the life that they truly deserve. See more info at:
HypnosisHeals.US / IrisWell.com

Rev. Jack Abram “RavenWolf” - Animal Communication
Rev. Jack "RavenWolf" Abram is a hereditary witch practicing for five decades. 30 years ago, he was introduced to
Native American Spirituality infusing it with his nature-based beliefs. His wolf-mother, Ria, introduced him to the
animal spirits and gave him his spirit name, RavenWolf. He now communicates with these spirit guides to offer insight
and guidance to others.

Cindy Riggs, Psychic, Defrag-Mentor:
Saturday - Past Life Regression Workshop
Cindy Riggs, Certified Hypnotherapist
Do you believe you have lived before? Cindy Riggs is a certified hypnotherapist who has
regressed clients for 17 years (in addition to performing past life readings and clearings), which
can uncover details immediately helpful to this lifetime. Cindy will briefly discuss reincarnation,
some fascinating experiences she has had and witnessed, and will guide the audience through a
past life regression/hypnosis – an opportunity to experience (“see”) yourself in another lifetime!
CindyRiggs.com
Sunday - Rapid-Fire Clearing Techniques
Cindy Riggs will discuss energy “healing.” what “blocks” us, and will demonstrate some of her most powerful energy
techniques to create rapid, positive shifts! She can quickly separate anxieties, remove energetic obstacles, clear
unnecessary energies, and many more of her Defragmenting techniques to help you along your path to success,
happiness and enlightenment. Everyone gets to experience a clearing! Prepare to feel lighter and better!
CindyRiggs.com
Cindy Riggs has been communicating with the spirit world for 26 years and is a trance channel of high-level spirit
consciousness. Cindy is the author of the channeled books "Vishnu Speaks: Messages Of Enlightenment From The
Ancient Deity" and “Buddha Speaks: Messages From An Ascended Master”; and also presents the podcast entitled
“From Beyond: Interviewing Spirits, Channeling Insight.” In her private practice, she performs psychic/spiritual
guidance, Defragmenting, group and private channelings, hypnosis and past-life regression, energy bodywork, spirit
releasement/ghostbusting and personal & psychic development teaching/coaching. She is certified in Hypnosis and
Remote Viewing and is a Reiki Master Teacher and Licensed Minister. CindyRiggs.com
CindyRiggs.com
James Schaub: Saturday -“Activating your soul's mission” - Discover how to awaken your natural abilities
that align with your purpose on Earth. Bring forth the lion within you! Sunday: “The shift is upon us” Humanity has reached a catalyst in its evolution that has been prophesied for millennia. But the question
is, where do we go from here?
James Schaub has been an avid researcher of all things supernatural for over 25 years. His journey began as
a young child where he had witnessed various paranormal phenomena, including strange lights in the sky.
These experiences have inspired his work as a public speaker, along with his own healing journey and spiritual awakenings. In
recent years, he has felt a calling that has led him to be of service to this planet and its inhabitants at such a transformational
time. As a member of Team Light, his goal is to teach and inspire all to activate their innate gifts and step into their true
potential as a human expression and its multi-dimensional existence and to unify the collective consciousness and facilitate
Heaven on Earth.

Jeremy Kaylor. “How to utilize color to maximize the potential outcomes in your life”
Our world is a world of vibration and frequencies of light. The frequencies of visible light are referred to as color. Learn the
spiritual meanings of colors and how to utilize them in your life. When we understand that colors can speak to us in many
different ways, we learn how to use them for our benefit. During our time together you will gain an understanding of how to
incorporate color into your life, maximizing the potential outcomes in every aspect of your life!
Rev. Jeremy Kaylor is an ordained Spiritualist minister, Clairvoyant Medium and Spirit Artist. Jeremy received his training and
certifications from the Indiana Association of Spiritualists on the grounds of Historic Camp Chesterfield. Jeremy teaches
mediumship and spirit art development classes at Camp Chesterfield as well as the Santa Fe Institute for Mediumship and Spiritual Studies.
Rev. Kaylor demonstrates his Spirit Art and Mediumship talents across the United States.
As an educator by profession, Jeremy is constantly striving to help all who cross his path to understand that everyone has the innate ability to
communicate with those in the world of Spirit. As a Spirit Artist he helps individuals understand the various ways Spirit uses art to
communicate with us and through us.
Jeremy lives in Indianapolis with his husband James and their 2 dogs Macie Grey & Stella.
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James Hafer - “Your Spirit Guides: The Gateway to a New World”
Have you ever thought about life after physical death? Can you engage the thought that you have a
guardian angel/guide that helps you with your physical life? How would you like to explore and
discuss ways to get in closer contact with your spirit guide?
In this presentation we will explore and discuss life after so called death. There is no death, only a
transition to a new world, the spirit world. Your guides are alive, vibrant beings just as you are. They
are eager for you to get to know & interact with them. Welcome to the gateway leading you to a new
world, the spirit world.
James discovered Spiritualism in the early 1980’s, when his journey led him to the renown spiritualist community, Camp Chesterfield. After
walking through the gates of Camp Chesterfield, his life was never the same. It was at that point that spirit truly became a reality in his life.
James began taking classes at Chesterfield Spiritualist College (CSC) in the early 1980’s. He also began his journey with mediumship &
attended development classes. Little did he realize at that time, that he would become a resident teacher at the CSC, a certified
development teacher, an astrologer, a gifted clairvoyant medium, and an ordained spiritualist minister.
Additionally, he has had the opportunity to study mediumship throughout the years with outstanding clairvoyant, trance, and physical
mediums at Camp Chesterfield, as well as in Europe at the notable De Zwanenhof. It is his passion to connect the spirit world with the
physical world with his evidential mediumship. His journey has led him to demonstrate his mediumship throughout the US.
It is a privilege for James to work with spirit and to aid others in becoming aware & conscious of their own inherent true nature.
Recognizing, understanding the spirit world, and how spirit works in everyone’s life is also vital to James’ work.
Professionally, James holds a master’s degree in Nursing, and is a nurse practitioner at a local medical center in Indianapolis, IN. He and his
husband Jeremy, reside in Indianapolis with their 2 dogs Macie Grey and Shiloh.

YourSpiritualJourney.net

Geri Breen - Inspired Art with Messages
Geri Breen is a spirit artist and medium. Geri began her formal studies to become an evidential medium in
2017, after the experience of losing her son; his passing helped lead her towards exploring her own spiritual
development. Along the way, Geri discovered her talent for mediumistic portraiture, the ability to sketch images of those in spirit. Today, Geri provides services in spirit portraiture and mediumship readings.

SadaNam Singh: Saturday - “Elevate Your Energy with Kundalini Yoga “ Vibrational Shift for those who
struggle with seasonal change.
Sunday - “Chakra Balancing Meditation & Gong Bath”
SadaNam became a devoted yogi in 2007 when he started taking yoga courses at the Ohio State University. He attended 4
years of level 1, level 2, and 600 level courses covering many branches of yoga and including asanas, pranayama, meditation,
history, anatomy, and Ayurvedic medicinal practices. Since 2012, he has taught yoga and well-being workshops at festivals and conventions
around Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and Georgia. He teaches Kundalini Yoga in the tradition of Yogi Bhajan with the goal of uplifting, energizing,
and healing people through the realization of our true potential. Sada Nam is a 220-hour KRI-certified yoga teacher, Reiki Master, and gong
sound healing therapist trained by Crown of Eternity. He has also completed level 2 Conscious Communication training with Gurmukh in
Rishikesh in 2016, and another 200-hour kundalini training by Yogi Amandeep in India in 2017. He strives to share the gifts and benefits that
yoga has given him with the world and to clear the clouds of doubt and limitation that prevent us from realizing our true self, which is
absolute bliss!
Sada Nam is also a lover of devotional music from different cultures, playing guitar, drums, and singing bowls with local kirtan groups. In
2008, he attained his Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art and Technology and a Philosophy minor from the Ohio State University where he worked for
7 years creating videos and other multimedia and managing a media services team. Recently, he has taught workshops, teacher trainings,
and classes throughout Ohio in order to share the wisdom of these teachings and uplift the spirit of every being.
Sada will be offering herbal remedies and lifestyle practices from the yogic traditions as well as the meditation. Booth #M17
Find SadaNam Singh at: Heal.me

More Presenters
Dr. Catherine E. McNabb D.Div. (Catie Singing Eagle) "Guardian Angels, Animal Guides, Spirit Guides and Totems"
Dr. Catherine E. McNabb... AKA Catie SingingEagle, A long time Minister and Teacher with over 40 years of experience and on
Pastoral staff at over 10 churches, Temples and Synagogues over the years in counseling, family services, and alter ministry.
Spiritual Teacher: Teaching in the ways of all major religions. Teaching specialties being in Indigenous Ceremonies of North
American Indians, East Indian Bhakti Yoga meditation, and Ancient Spiritual gifts of the Spirit. She travels to small events,
groups and venues teaching prayer, meditation and healing crafts, and offering medicinal products. Minister and Medicine
Woman: Reiki practitioner, Intuitive readings (words of knowledge and wisdom), Counseling, makes jewelry, signature perfume oil blending,
work with essential oils, medicinal herbs, teas, and salves. Does ceremonies of House blessing, commitment, soul retrieval, release spirit
attachments, exorcisms, counseling of all types (spiritual, mental, and nutritional), preaching, teaching, and motivational speaking (just to
name a few things). Given the gift of healing and sight as a child, which was developed by Appalachian Cherokee grandmother Odessa and
Apache Blackfoot grandfather JC Foster along with much prayer and guidance from the Great Spirit. Much everything else fell into place with
knowledge, wisdom and experience of life.
She is a survivor: Healed of Paralysis, Cancer 2x, and Deep Depression. Education · Columbus State Community College (Ohio), Business ·
Bowling Green State University (Ohio), Psychology · Lutheran Theological Seminary (Ohio) Theology, Contemporary Christian Literature · Valor
Christian University (Ohio), Pastoral Counseling and Theology, NYU (New York)- Master of Fine Arts · University of Nemenhah, (Missouri),
Indigenous Spirituality · Jewish Theological Seminary (New York) Theology, Rabbinical studies, Dar Us Salam, (NYC) Clerical Iman Studies,
Theology · ISKCON Bhakti Yoga, Krishna Consciousness (New Vrindavan, WV) Theology. Reiki Master Reiki Center for the Healing Arts
(Columbus, OH). A life long student always taking classes and keeping mind active.

Debbie Keri-Brown: - Sunday only “ Somewhere Over the Rainbow”
Rainbows have fascinated us for thousands of years and they continue to capture our attention. Hear about the
fascinating rainbows that inspired Debbie Keri- Brown's boss to find deeper meaning in his life. Debbie was a paid
rainbow researcher and will also share her wisdom on the meanings of rainbows in different cultures throughout
time.
She is a motivational speaker on esoteric and spiritual topics as well as a nondenominational minister. Debbie is a
Reiki Master chanting songs of peace and praise in six languages as she shares and channels the sacred
energies. She is the recipient of the 2015 Spirituality Award from Purpose For Women.
Caren Truske, MS.Ed. CVSMT - “Frequency: The Key to Life”
According to ancient Taoism, we each are imbued with incredible potential, 3 fundamental energies or “Treasure” than
when fully developed, create physical, emotional, mental and spiritual strength, harmony, and balance. By activating, balancing and harmonizing these 3 centers and the alchemical flow of energy between and amongst them, we age gracefully,
become masters of our energy, elevate our consciousness and align our life with our unique and individual soul purpose,
graceful;; navigating change and awakening to infinite possibilities irregardless of age. Join me in activating Your 3 TREASURES!
Everything is energy Vibrating. Frequency, the rate of vibration, is what distinguished and individualizes the colors of a painting and the musical notes in a symphony. Join vibrational sound master teacher, Caren Truske to experience vibrational sound tuning and learn three keys
to mastering your energy and orchestrate the frequencies of your life.
Caren Truske, owner and evolver of Aligned Living, a certified vibrational sound master teacher, coach and experienced vibrational accutuning and facial soundscapes practitioner.

CarenTruske.com and Caren@carenTruske.com 614-406-3612

Spirit Art by Sharon
Visual Art - Handmade Items - Jewelry
Booth #206

Jimi Merk - “Higher Conscious Intuitive Development”
This is another exciting seminar with world renowned celebrity psychic medium, medical intuitive, and clairvoyant, Jimi
Merk. In this seminar Jimi will help you to discover, harness, and strengthen your sensitivities to use for assistance
everyday. In this class you will learn techniques to witness your connections easier and understand your personal psychic
intuitive language to gain more clarity and access more i formation that can help you on your life's journey. Come see Jimi
in person.
Jimi Merk is a celebrity psychic healer and teacher. He is a lifetime psychic medium and clairvoyant that is also gifted at witnessing and
understanding potential and current health issues as a medical intuitive. Jimi has been helping people find clarity in relationships, future life
path, business or career, and also helps connect with deceased loved ones, communicating with spirit guides, seeing past lives.
As a shamanic practitioner in 12 world shamanic practices, a natural healer in 17 modalities, hypnotist, and life coach, Jimi has helped
thousands of people around the world for over 20 years professionally.
Jimi’s approach to wellness is a fully comprehensive one involving every part of one's life. He not only helps people through traumatic times
and helps to eradicate past trauma but he also coaches and teaches people how to overcome any obstacles in thier life. He works to help
individuals and groups to harness their strengths and overcome their fears so that they can manifest the perfect life in balance and live a happy
life path. ShinerEmoteWellness.com

Jeanne Psychic Healer
Psychic & Tarot Reader
Booth #202

BOOTH #211

Immersive Energy Coaching & Healing


Improve your emotional wellness



Improve energy flow



Increase clarity



Reduce Stress



Reduce Anxiety



Let go of unhealthy patterns

Barb Tye

TEXT

Booth # 208

Ross Fillmore - Psychic Intuitive Card Reader
Need a Positive Message?
The answer could be in the cards!







Intuitive Card Reader
Energy Healer
Oneness Blessing Giver
Didgeridoo Instructor
Crystal Skull Caretaker
Daylily Hybridizer

RossFillmore.com

(614)905-1284 Ross_Fillmore@yahoo.com

The Emerald Box Turtle
Annette Noyes
Intuitive Tarot Card Reader
Vintage and Modern cards

TheEmeraldBoxTurtle.com

